
Rapid technological change combined with financial pressure driving cost containment 
means organizations often struggle to adapt to the digital world without compromising 
service quality. 

The HGS Business Excellence and Transformation team has developed a strong 
framework for this transformation journey while establishing measurable value creation. 
This framework starts with best-in-class technology platforms customized for the unique 
needs of your business. It systematically captures and monitors customer data, applies 
real-time business intelligence to every interaction, and optimizes channels to create 
cost-effective solutions and positive customer experience.
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Customer intelligence ensures the service you provide not 
only keeps consumers loyal but also turns them into brand 
advocates. Our text and speech analytics solutions identify 
call drivers, analyze consumer behavior, and identify agent 
education opportunities.

Partnering with leading speech analytics technology 
providers, we layer industry insight developed over 
decades of experience across multiple industries. Together, 
we create a robust framework and repository of categories 
and lexicons to produce actionable analytics output.

Applying advanced analytics (speci�cally speech and 
interaction analytics) while using disciplined statistical, 
contextual, quantitative, predictive, and cognitive 
emerging models, drives fact-based decision making that 
delivers business and customer insights. 

At HGS, our transformational methodology includes a suite of interactive services to help our clients analyze, streamline, and optimize 
contact center and back o�ce processes. By mapping the customer journey touch points and creating a roadmap to the ideal customer 
interaction vision, we design a customer lifecycle model that increases web presence and the adoption of online services.

• Categorize interaction types
• Watch trends and identify problem patterns
• Find root cause peaks and troughs
• Maintain ongoing monitoring 
• Apply structured and unstructured text analytics

Predictive Analytics Interaction Analytics in Practice

Speaker Separation in Practice

Cross- Channel Interaction Analytics

Call Flow Analysis

•  Customer and agent voice separation
•  Customer analytics
•  Agent analytics

•  Speech -- keywords and topics,
•  Emotion detection
•  Text – sentiment analysis, social buzz
•  Contextual – desktop analysis
•  Customer demographics

•  Customer veri�cation
•  Customer needs review
•  Customer resolution
•  Addressing barriers
•  Summarizing
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Easy-to-Use 
Self-Service Channels2

A personalized, centralized support center available 24x7 creates an “always open” 
environment. Integrated with our knowledgebase and client systems, customers are able 
to access information such as billing/ account statements, FAQs, troubleshooting/ 
solution documents, downloadable forms, product manuals, and how-to videos. 

Our virtual chat solution enables automated, prede�ned conversations providing 
answers to customer queries around the clock.

High de�nition videos display step-by-step processes and instructions, explain products, 
demonstrate features, and provide troubleshooting steps.

Smartphone applications provide customers with an interactive channel at their 
�ngertips, allowing access to troubleshooting steps, real-time information on accounts, 
products and services, and more.

SMS text messaging is a speedy, direct, and e�ective means of communication that is an 
ideal channel for providing updates and con�rmations.

Interactive Portal

Auto/Virtual Chat

How-to Videos

Mobile 
Applications

SMS Alerts 
and Services
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Social media is quickly becoming a communication channel of choice. 
Customers are using these channels to talk to, and about, your company. 
Proactively engaging with customers over social channels de�ects phone calls 
to the contact center and improves perception of your brand. 

HGS has a dedicated team that mines social media platforms, gaining customer insights, analyzing sentiment, developing targeted 
marketing campaigns and personalized o�ers, and using social channels to actively engage and service customers.

Customers need to be connected to your business via 
their preferred channel. Making channel selection 
decisions with intelligence not only resolves customers’ 
issues quicker, but also increases customer satisfaction 
and experience. 

Intelligent channel o�erings and issue-based routing 
involves a prede�ned strategy to decide which channel 
has a higher propensity of resolution with low e�ort 
based on customer query type. Volume is routed, handled 
and reported from all channels using a single, centralized 
contact center platform.

The smart channel selector solution not only reduces the e�ort required by 
both parties, but increases �rst call resolution and decreases average contact 
time. This results in greater customer satisfaction and an improved overall 
customer experience.

Today’s smart phones are smarter than ever and capable of 
advanced voice recognition functionality.  HGS partners 
with industry-leaders to develop voice-enabled mobile 
solutions that interact with your customer portal. 

These applications transform the way humans and 
machines interact by leveraging multilingual speech 
recognition, voice biometrics, and smart mobile 
technology. Customers can use mobile voice recognition to 
check accounts/balances, ask questions, schedule 
appointments or perform other routine interactions while 
on the go. Voice biometric solutions, using a numerical 
representation of sound, pattern, and rhythm of an 
individual’s voice, are as unique to individuals as their 
�ngerprints and apply a high level of security to sensitive 
interactions.

Social Media Monitoring
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Our speech 
Recognition

Solutions

Enable natural, 
human-like 
conversations 
and satisfying 
interactions

Automate a vast 
amount of 
communication 
through targeted 
dialogic work�ows

Provide security using voice biometrics, since a myriad of qualities are 
measured ranging from dialect and speaking style to pitch, spectral 

magnitudes, and format frequencies

Smart Channel Selector Framework

Listen Analyze Engage
Communication Channels & Interaction Data Contextual, Text & 

Demographic Analysis
Automated & Intelligent 
Customer Engagement

•  Case Creation
•  Auto-routing
•  Incident Escalation
•  Engage In�uencers
•  Mine Knowledge

Topic & Sentiment
Analysis & Categorization

Direct Communication
What your customers are saying to 
you directly
Social Communication
What your customers are saying to you 
socially

Inferred Behaviour
What actions your customers are taking

Customer Experiences Service Manager

Emerging Topic & Trend 
Identi�cation

Emerging Topic & Trend 
Identi�cation

I want to…
Communities Phone

E-mail SMS

Social Chat

Mobile Forums

I have a 
Problem

How do I …?

I need help

IVR Phone E-mail Web Video SMS Chat

Social Media

Multimedia customer interaction platform (CTI) or SIP

Workforce 
mgt.

Quality 
monitoring

Perform. Mgt.

eLearning

Knowledge 
management

Presence

Expert Access

Virtualization

Channel 
reporting

Analytics 
Business 
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Business 
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Traditional center Home agents

Video Chat
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Real-time process optimization provides next-best-action recommendations to agents using an intelligent decision engine that provides 
feedback to them as they walk the customer through an interaction. It enables agents to take appropriate action such as validating 
customer information, require permissions, make retention o�ers, suggest products or promotions, or perform other actions that the call 
path dictates. Taking call scripting to another level, our process optimization engine empowers agents to make the best decision based on 
proven algorithms, with the goal of guaranteeing a positive outcome. 

To support our clients’ unique needs, HGS works with partners to build custom process optimization solutions, addressing speci�c process 
requirements and �nancial limitations and creating a personalized solution that walks agents through a variety of standard, and not so 
standard, interactions. 

Real-Time Process
Optimization6

Process Optimization Engine

Workforce
Management

Quality
Management

Crisis-channel
Interaction Analytics

Web Windows Terminal CRM

Agent skills Quality
Scores

Insights from
Interactions

Decision Engine

Desktop application events, screen data, and historic, back-end 
data are fed to the real-time decisioning engine. Using real-time 
data, the optimization engine determines, with intelligence, the 
next step the agent should take.

Real-Time Decision

Agents receive relevant, context-sensitive, up-to-date 
information as the conversation progresses.

Real-time Guidance

Processes are automated by business logic layers that 
manipulate screen controls and data elements.

Real-time Automation

Compliance-related capabilities ensure process adherence. 
Screen elements can be disabled, and other application 
functionality limited until the compulsory information is 
inputted to the system. Mandatory process enforcement keeps 
your company compliant with industry standards.

Real-time Process Enforcement

For more information about HGS Transformation Solutions or to arrange a consultation, 
please contact marketing@teamhgs.com
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